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Notes of the SPS Injection –Timing interlocks meeting of 06/04/2017 
 
Present:  Jean-Claude Bau, Stephane Deghaye, Katarina Sigerud, Bruno Puccio, Jan Uythoven, Ivan 
Romera 
 
 

 This meeting was a follow-up the meeting held on 16/9/2016. In this meeting it was 
concluded that : 

o the Economy cycle event is already connected to the BIS, so the SBDS internal 
triggering on the economy cycle can be removed after verification of the 
implementation of this link to the BIS. 

o The SBDS will continue to survey the 1 kHz from the timing distribution as on check 
of connectivity to the CBCM. 

o In the other hand, no consensus was reached on the implementation of a watched in 
case of a CBCM internal failure.  
 

 In the meantime, the latter point was re-discussed and AB/CO accepted to check on the 
internal health of the CBCM, explicitly the software, and create an interlock to the BIS in 
case of internal failure. 

o The CBCM will internally perform a health check and will be connected to a CIBU 
unit in the CCR. This connection will be redundant, like all CIBU connections, and the 
electronics interface of the generation will be made redundant as much as possible 
(under study ;-). 

o Details of the implementation will be defined in a technical specification which will 
be sent around for approval. This specification will cover items like the delay of the 
detection, latching of the interlock etc.  
Procedures for testing at start-up will be part of this specification. 
 

 Concerning the survey of the 1 kHz clock, a study is going to be launched in order to identify 
if there are other SPS equipment for which the loss of timing would be critical for beam 
operation. A contribution from OP is expected for this study. 
 

 The proposal will next be discussed in a SPS injection interlocking meeting, foreseen 
beginning of May, from the timing team Katerina and Jean-Claude to be invited. In this 
meeting one should also discuss the other timing related interlocks mentioned above and if 
other timing users should implement a 1 kHz watchdog. Then the proposal will be presented 
for approval in a MPP meeting end of May. The specification can be written after MPP 
approval, with the aim of having this approved before summer. 

 
 


